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For some people, math can be a necessary headache. Yes, algorithms guide countless aspects of everyday life. There are tips for calculating and clocks to count. But if someone is a specialist, they will probably ignore complex maths in any given situation if they can help him. But Associate Professor of Mathematics Stefan Steinerberger wants to challenge
this perception. His new research shows that the average American can evaluate mathematical arguments in favor of beauty just as they can works of art or music. And he has the numbers to prove it. Beauty in the eye of the beholder, of course. But for Steinerberger and co-author Samuel G.B. Johnson, beauty has nine distinct components: seriousness,
versatility, depth, novelty, clarity, simplicity, elegance, complexity and sophistication. They did not come up with these criteria themselves, but expanded the ideas outlined in Apology Mathematics, a 1940 essay by mathematician G.H. Hardy. Samples of mathematics, like that of an artist or a poet, must be beautiful; ideas such as colours or words must be in
harmony with each other. Beauty is the first test: there is no permanent place in the world for ugly mathematics, Hardy wrote in his essay, which meant distinguishing between applied mathematics, as seen today in computer science and statistics, and what he called pure, or theoretical, mathematics. Steinerberger's interest in the concept of mathematical
beauty came when he compared the evidence that he taught to a really good Schubert sonata. This content is imported from YouTube. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. As it turns out, Yale University students who do math also make a statistically impressive amount of music,
Steinerberger said in a press release. Three or four students came up to me afterwards and said, 'What do you mean by that?' and I realized I had no idea what I meant, but it sounded right. So, I emailed the mental health department. The hunt for an understanding of beauty eventually led him to Johnson, who is now an associate professor of marketing at
the University of Bath School of Management, whose majors are very different from Steinberger's. A big part of my job is on how people evaluate different explanations and arguments for things, he said. Both realized that they were a good match, and decided to analyze the aesthetic feelings in mathematics as it happens with other forms like art or music . I
had some diffuse idea of it, but Sam immediately got it, Steinberger said. It was a match made in heaven. Their study was divided into three segments. As described by Yale, first it required a sample of individuals to coerce four pieces of mathematics evidence to four landscape paintings based on how like they found them; the second required another
sample to do the same, but instead comparing the evidence to sonata; and the third requires another unique unique people independently evaluate, on a scale from zero to ten, each of the four works and mathematical arguments on nine different criteria plus the overall score for beauty . By calculating what they called similarities accounts, they looked at the
numbers between the groups, analyzing the evidence and drawing comparatively, and then the group measured them by their own standards. If all this sounds rather complicated, remember: This is a study of beauty by a mathematician. But the results speak for themselves. People not professionally involved in math or art held similar intuitions about the
beauty of mathematics as they did about the beauty of art, they say. I would like our research to be done again, but with different musical works, different evidence, different works of art, Steinerberger said. We have demonstrated this phenomenon, but we do not know its limits. Where does it stop existing? Is it supposed to be classical music? Should the
paintings be from the natural world, which is very aesthetic? The couple sees educational prospects in their work. If the evidence can be seen as beautiful, then students are more curious about art than the figures might see similarities if presented with them. There may be opportunities to make more abstract, more formal aspects of math more accessible
and more exciting for students at that age, Johnson said, and it could be useful in terms of encouraging more people to enter math. Source: Yale This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
Breaking News, Ladies and Gentlemen: There is a mathematical reason all hipsters look the same - and no, it has nothing to do with the fact that they may or may not come from the factory. Mathematical neuroscientist Jonathan Touboul from the University of Paris in Paris has found out why and how hipsters develop in the same way over time, thus
undermining their nonconformist ideas with their unintentionally conformist appearance. His article on the subject, The Hipster Effect: When Anti-Comformists All Look The Same, was published on October 30, and it's not a joke at all. Not only that, it's actually useful. How amazing is that? The paper argues that a kind of paradox exists so that large groups of
people making decisions against the majority - that is, the definition of hipster - end up eventually making the same decisions. The paradox can be solved, the document says, with what Touboul calls a common phase transition in the system. In line with this common phase transition, hipsters tend to continue to make the same choices when they are too slow
in detecting trends; Thus, acceptance and the same choice maintains their correlation over time, while their tendency simultaneously develops as a periodic function. My general understanding of this When hipsters put off, they were free because there wasn't enough time for them to find something else to do before everyone else started doing it, too. Like
most other non-science-y, non-mathematics-t people covering this topic, I took one look at the actual paper and glazed. I know enough about notation to be able to make a horrible joke about this looks literally like Greek to me...... But that's all I have. However, Touboul sums it up nicely in its conclusion: If you take large sets of interacting faces - whether it's
hipsters, stock traders, or any group that decides to go against the majority - trying to be different, they end up all doing the same thing at the same time. The reason for this is the time it takes a person to register other people's decisions. Or, as Vocativ put it, hipsters end up in line with their inconsistency, because it's almost impossible to keep up with trends.
Since the hipster identity is based on being either an inventor or an early adopter of a particular trend, that identity must change all the time to remain authentic. So, as Elizabeth Culze writes, at least theoretically, a real hipster is about as real as a unicorn. So what can we do about this research from here? Touboul has some suggestions: Aside from
choosing the best suit to wear this winter, this study could have important implications in understanding the dynamics of brain braking networks or investment financing strategies, or understanding emerging dynamics in social science, areas in which communication delays and geometry systems are noticeable. That's right - research on how hipsters behave
can be extrapolated and applied to questions about, say, how parts of the brain work. Who knew? Touboul's bonus points, by the way, are for digging about choosing the best costume to wear this winter. I laughed out loud, and I'm not just saying that. Ultimately, however, I suspect the takeaway from the paper for most of us is pretty simple: Just you. If it is
impossible to follow trends, why bother with them in the first place? The only definition of what's cool is what mats are whether you like it. If this is yesterday's news ... Who cares? The Guardian, by the way, came up with a few hipster equations of its own; they are a little easier to understand than Touboul, though the touch is less scientific, so head there
more. For the curious, they look something like this: (Percentage neck area covered in tattoo ink) / ( Pairs of socks owned - Albums owned on CD format) x 100 - Percentage chances of being able to hold an informed discussion on the emerging dance scene in Pyongyang. You won, The Guardian. You win. Doctor Who, Gif Hunterress/Tumblr; Giphy
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